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This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

(Vickie Wolff)
A YEAR IN THE STORY ROOM: READY-TO-USE PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN

American Library Association, 2013. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: Preparing storytime programs can devour the time of even the most experienced children's librarians, especially when several different age groups must be taken into account. Infants and toddlers, pre-readers, and emergent readers all have different needs, and who has time to dig through a multitude of resources to gather suitable programming materials? Roginski offers the perfect solution with this all-in-one planner for young children, providing everything needed for a year’s worth of story room fun. Filled with ready-to-use programs for winter, spring, summer and fall on themes children know and love, this handy volume "Presents materials perfectly tailored to each group, including ideas for infants, traditional story programs for children toddling toward kindergarten, and book clubs for emergent readers "Gives easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions for each program, with suggested books, poems, activities, sound recordings, craft ideas, printable patterns, supply lists, and more "Features a special section on guiding children from reading along to reading alone, and other transitional programs.
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